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INT. TUBE PLATFORM  - DAY1 1

A man’s PAIN WRACKED face looms. His breathing is ragged 
and BLOOD BUBBLES at the corner of his mouth. KENNETH 
ADEWOMBA is black, handsome, in his late twenties and 
dying. 

KENNETH
Sister... sister help me. I beg... 
sister, please. I beg...

His eyes plead. 

DETECTIVE INSPECTOR NIKIRU ‘NIKI’ JOHNSON, mid thirties, 
ethnically Nigerian, but defiantly British, stares down at 
him. His blood stains her crisp white shirt and functional 
business suit. 

NIKI
(Yelling)

Where’s that ambulance?

KENNETH
I beg... don’t let me die. I beg. 

Niki glances over her shoulder at a group of ARMED POLICE 
clustered behind her.

NIKI
Am I talking to myself?

DEAKINS
Four minutes, ma’am. 

Kenneth takes Niki’s hand weakly. 

KENNETH
Bible... my bible...

NIKI
The ambulance is coming. 

Kenneth’s fading. 

KENNETH
Promise, sister... 

He dies. Niki stares down at him as the light fades from 
his eyes. 

DEAKINS
They’re upstairs, ma’am.

Niki stands. 

NIKI
Sir. 
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She turns to Deakins. Her eyes are hard. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Well?

DEAKINS
Yes, sir. Sorry, sir. 

Niki stares down at Kenneth’s body. Blood pools underneath 
him. She looks up at the glass eye of a CCTV CAMERA that 
watches everything. 

INT. SUPT STEVENAGE’S OFFICE - DAY2 2

Niki sits cradling a cup of tea opposite a rugged older 
man in his early fifties. His bearing is ex-military and 
the precision of his smile is slightly unnerving - 
Superintendent JAMES STEVENAGE, Niki’s boss. 

STEVENAGE
Quite a first day.  

NIKI
Something of an understatement, sir. 

Stevenage looks down at a file in front of him. 

STEVENAGE
Explain to me what the hell you were 
doing cradling a dying terrorist in Bank 
tube station when you were supposed to be 
in HR completing an Equality at Work 
questionnaire. 

NIKI
I was observing. 

STEVENAGE
Now that really is an understatement. 

NIKI
Sir, Sergeant Martins was familiarising 
me with the layout of the Square Mile 
when the report came in of a suspect 
being pursued into Bank Tube station by 
armed officers. I was the closest senior 
officer and made the decision to attend.  

Stevenage snaps the file shut.

STEVENAGE
Your job, the one we stole you away from 
the Met to do, is to run counter 
terrorist investigations not to interfere 
in containment operations. 
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NIKI
Sir, he was unarmed.

STEVENAGE
Tell me Detective Inspector whose job it 
actually is to run containment?

A pause.

NIKI
Yours, sir.

Stevenage holds her gaze coldly until she looks away.

STEVENAGE
Dismissed, DI Johnson. 

Niki hesitates... then finally stands.  

NIKI
Yes, sir. 

She heads for the door, but his voice stops her.  

STEVENAGE
Niki. 

She looks back. 

STEVENAGE (CONT’D)
Welcome to the Square Mile. 

NIKI
Thank you, sir. 

Niki leaves. 

INT. NIKI’S OFFICE - DAY3 3

Niki walks in slamming the door behind her. The room is a 
mass of unopened boxes and general ‘first day’ chaos. A 
large WHITE BOARD dominates one wall. Niki crosses to it 
and writes: 

ADEWOMBA... STEVENAGE... UNARMED???

She stares at it. 

The door to her office opens and her assistant, PC MARTINS 
leans and in his mid-twenties, pokes his head round.  

MARTINS
Boss? 

Niki wipes the names from the board leaving it clean. 
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NIKI
What is it?

MARTINS
You’ve got a request for a brunch meeting 
with the City Remembrancer Sir Henry 
Bullington tomorrow at 11 am. 

NIKI
Christ, not another old Etonian.

Martins holds out a piece of paper to her. 

MARTINS
Sadly, yes. But this one’s important. 

Niki snatches the paper and reads it. 

NIKI
I’m not meeting him at a bloody fish 
market!

MARTINS
Erm... Fishmongers Hall isn’t exactly a 
market, boss. 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT/SOFA - NIGHT4 4

Niki lays on the sofa struggling to keep her eyes open as 
she watches the News. On-screen Stevenage stands outside 
the of City of London Police HQ the CREST visible behind 
him giving a statement. 

STEVENAGE
We believe the deceased to be a member of 
an extremist Islamist group, possibly 
Boko Haram, intent on causing death and 
destruction on the tube network. We were 
left with no choice...

Niki’s eyes flicker shut. On the screen Stevenage stares 
directly at the camera. 

STEVENAGE (CONT’D)
... Niki... 

Niki moans in her sleep. Kenneth Adewomba leans in close 
to Niki’s ear as she sleeps.

KENNETH
Sister...

Niki shifts uncomfortably in her sleep.

KENNETH (CONT’D)
Save me sister. I beg... set me free.
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On screen Stevenage points a gun directly at the camera.

STEVENAGE
Unarmed. 

He fires. The TV screen explodes outwards. Niki’s eyes fly 
open and she sees Kenneth Adewomba’s bloody face and dead 
eyes looming over her. She yells in shock and surprise. 

CUT TO:

Niki sits bolt upright on the Sofa. The TV plays a late 
night GAMBLING PROGRAM. A faint voice echoes in the room. 

KENNETH
I beg...

Niki shivers. She rubs her hands together and notices for 
the first time DRIED BLOOD under her fingernails. 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT/BATHROOM - DAY5 5

She scrubs her fingernails and inspects them. They’re 
clean. 

EXT. CITY OF LONDON STREEST - DAY6 6

Niki drives through the streets of the Square Mile. CCTV 
camera’s track her as she passes through CONCRETE 
CHICANES, REINFORCED CONCRETE barriers disguised as 
FLOWERBEDS and through ARMED CHECKPOINTS. 

The City is on HIGH ALERT. 

Niki’s PHONE RINGS. It’s her Mother and she ignores it. 

INT. FISHMONGERS HALL - DAY7 7

Niki stands in the opulent entrance hall of the ancient 
and extremely wealthy FISHMONGERS COMPANY one of the 
twelve great Livery Companies and one of the most ancient. 
A uniformed liveryman approaches her. 

LIVERYMAN
May I help, madam?

NIKI
Sir Henry Bullington.

The Liveryman leads Niki through into the GRAND HALL. In 
the exact centre of the room sits a thin handsome man who 
could be anywhere from mid-sixties to mid-seventies eating 
poached Dover Sole. He looks up and favours her with a 
devilish smile.
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SIR HENRY
Ms. Johnson? Please do join me. Are you 
hungry? The fish, thankfully, is 
excellent. 

NIKI
I ate breakfast. 

SIR HENRY
Never eat it myself. Can’t stomach 
starting the day full. I need to run at 
it hungry, so to speak. My wife worries. 
She says I must eat something. Hence, 
Brunch. Are you married?

NIKI
What can I do for you, Sir Henry?

Sir Henry smiles. It’s dazzling and makes it even more 
difficult to place his age. 

SIR HENRY
I suppose that was a tad personal. 
Forgive me, I’m somewhat old fashioned. 
We all are here in the City. Did you know 
the Fishmongers have existed for over 700 
years? There’s a lot of tradition buried 
in these walls. 

NIKI
Sir Henry, forgive my bluntness, but what 
exactly can I do for you?

SIR HENRY
I assume you’re aware that things operate 
differently here in the City, but do you 
know why?

NIKI
I’ve a feeling you’re going to tell me. 

Sir Henry smiles again. 

SIR HENRY
What happened at Bank yesterday morning? 

NIKI
Excuse me?

SIR HENRY
I understand a man was shot dead. Do you 
know why? 

NIKI
I can’t comment on an ongoing 
investigation.
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SIR HENRY
Why, you see, is everything. Why is the 
City different? Why have the Fishmongers 
existed for 700 years. Why was a man shot 
yesterday? I understand the former, but 
the latter... perturbs me. Does it 
perturb you, Ms. Johnson? 

NIKI
Detective Inspector. 

SIR HENRY
Unless we know ‘why’, Ms. Johnson, we 
cannot manage the matter effectively. 

NIKI
Who are ‘we’?

SIR HENRY
Why, you and I of course! Our ability to 
do business here in the City rests on 
discretion. We do not like scrutiny from 
outside and prefer to scrutinise 
ourselves. And you are now one of us, 
aren’t you. 

NIKI
Are you offering me the internal 
investigation? 

SIR HENRY
Let us simply say... your face fits. 

Niki bristles. 

NIKI
Two points, Sir Henry. Firstly, there is 
no ‘we’. I’m a police officer sworn to 
uphold the law and your office has no 
power over ‘us.’ Secondly, I was employed 
because of my record in counter, not the 
colour of my skin.

Niki stands. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Enjoy your brunch.. 

Niki turns her back on Sir Henry and strides out of the 
Grand Hall. He watches her go. 

INT. EVIDENCE ROOM - DAY8 8

Niki sits at a table going through Kenneth Adewomba’s bag 
and effects. His LAPTOP, expensive cutting edge SMARTPHONE 
and a book on QUANTUM PHYSICS are spread out before her. 
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She reaches into the bag and pulls out a BLOODSTAINED 
BIBLE. It’s battered, much used and the pages heavily 
annotated with two DISTINCT TABS. 

She flicks to the sections and reads. Niki closes the book 
and sits back. Then she pulls out her NOTEBOOK and writes 
in it.

INT. NIKI’S OFFICE - DAY9 9

Niki buzzes Martins. 

MARTINS
Yes, boss?

NIKI
I need a bible. 

MARTINS
Aw, come on. The first week’s always 
rough, but that’s going a little far. 

Niki smiles.

NIKI
PC Martins your boss requires a Bible. 
Get her one. Now. 

Niki crosses to the whiteboard and pulls out her notebook. 
She transposes two BIBLE REFERENCES from it to the board. 

Ecclesiastes 5:10

1 Timothy 6:10 

Martins enters with a Bible. 

MARTINS
Sargeant Patel had this in his desk 
proving both that he remains the office 
go-to guy and that I have a lot of work 
to do on my tendency towards cultural 
stereotyping. 

Martins offers it to Niki. She looks back at him. 

MARTINS (CONT’D)
I assumed he was a Hindu. He’s second 
generation Catholic and allergic to 
curry. 

NIKI
He’s also a wind up merchant. Read these 
two quotes out to me. 

As Martins reads, Niki writes. 
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MARTINS
Ecclesiastes 5:10... ‘He who loves money 
will not be satisfied with money, nor he 
who loves wealth with his income; this 
also is vanity.’ Ironic considering we 
work in the Square Mile. 

NIKI
What about the other one?

MARTINS
‘For the love of money is a root of all 
kinds of evils. It is through this 
craving that some have wandered away from 
the faith and pierced themselves with 
many pangs.’ Why the sudden interest in 
ironic scripture? 

NIKI
Answer me this, why would a radical 
Islamic terrorist have a worn, 
bookmarked, underlined and much studied 
copy of the Bible in his bag? 

MARTINS
Why are we curious about Kenneth 
Adewomba?

NIKI
Bullington offered me the investigation.

Martins looks surprised. 

MARTINS
How can he do that? He’s a glorified 
lobbyist. Sits in parliament and pushes 
the City’s interests. That and protocol 
are all his office is responsible for.

NIKI
He seems to think otherwise. 

MARTINS
Did you accept?

NIKI
How can I possibly accept something he 
can’t possibly offer? 

Niki thinks and then picks up her phone. 

MARTINS
So we’re not interested in Adewomba?

Niki shakes her head as she sends a text.
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MARTINS (CONT’D)
Then what are we interested in?

NIKI
Learning.

INT. INTELLIGENCE DEPT - DAY10 10

Nikki stands over the desk of one of the Count Terrorism 
and Public Order officer’s best intelligence analysts, 
PRADESH SRISKANDARAJAH. He’s busy patronising her. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
I can’t tell you that. 

NIKI
I’m ordering you to. 

Sriskandarajah shakes his head. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
Doesn’t matter. Unless the investigating 
officer authorises it and it’s signed by 
his superior I can’t give you anything. 
You’re new, aren’t you? 

NIKI
I just want to know how Adewomba wound up 
on the Red List.

SRISKANDARAJAH
Someone put him on it. 

NIKI
I can see why you’re in intelligence. Who 
put him on it?

SRISKANDARAJAH
I can’t...

She completes the thought for him.

NIKI
... tell you that. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
You were there, weren’t you. When he was 
shot. What happened?

Niki gives him a withering look. 

NIKI
Someone shot him. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
Who?
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NIKI
I can’t tell you that unless the 
investigating officer authorises it. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
Ha ha. 

Niki leaves. 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT - NIGHT11 11

Niki sits on her sofa staring at the TV screen. The NEWS 
PLAYS, images of Kenneth Adewomba are shown. Niki’s phone 
rings. She checks it. Her eye’s roll, but she answers. 

NIKI
Hi Mum... no, of course I’m not ignoring 
you. Have you seen the news? That’s what 
I’m doing... I said I’ll be there and I 
will. Yes, I will... Look, I’ve got to go 
there’s someone at the door. Yes, I love 
you too. Bye. 

She hangs up and sighs. Her eyes flutter shut. A GHOSTLY 
VOICE whispers... 

KENNETH
I beg...

Niki sits bolt upright, startled. She notices that her 
hands are clenched. She relaxes them and looks at her 
FINGERNAILS, which show DRIED BLOOD. 

Niki scratches under her nails in an attempt to remove the 
blood, but somehow it won’t shift. 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT/BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS12 12

She tries scrubbing the blood from under her fingernails, 
but it won’t shift. Indistinct movement in the mirror 
makes her start and she spins round at a vague reflected 
DARK SHADOW. 

She slowly heads into the LIVING ROOM... 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT/LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS13 13

... empty. 

Niki slowly walks round the room exploring it as WATER 
drips from her fingers onto the floor.
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INT. NIKI’S FLAT/BEDROOM14 14

She heads into the bedroom only to find it empty. Niki 
suddenly becomes aware of the water dripping from her 
fingers. 

She examines her nails. 

No blood. 

Disturbed, she heads back into the living room. 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT/LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS15 15

She picks up her phone and dials a number. 

NIKI
I need to be distracted. 

I/E. NIKI’S FLAT/FRONT DOOR - LATER16 16

Niki opens the front door to reveal STEVENAGE. She kisses 
him passionately and draws him inside. The door slams 
behind them. 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT/BEDROOM - LATER17 17

Niki sits naked in a chair at the end of the bed as 
Stevenage checks his phone.  

NIKI
Aren’t you curious why?

STEVENAGE
We agreed no questions, no expectations 
no complications. 

NIKI
You’re a good distraction. 

Stevenage looks up at her. 

STEVENAGE
From what?

NIKI
No questions, Jim. 

STEVENAGE
Then don’t fish. 

NIKI
What? 
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STEVENAGE
There’s something you want to discuss 
that’s outside the strict terms of our 
arrangement. If it’s work I’ll put my 
shirt back on. 

Niki laughs. 

STEVENAGE (CONT’D)
So, what is it? 

NIKI
Put your shirt on... How involved is the 
City Remembrancer’s office in CTPO 
assignments?

STEVENAGE
What does Bullington want? 

NIKI
I’m asking about the formalities, Jim. 

STEVENAGE
Formally he lobbies Parliament on our 
behalf. Informally... 

He shrugs. 

NIKI
He offered me Adewomba.

STEVENAGE
You met him?

NIKI
At the Fishmongers. 

STEVENAGE
Seductive isn’t he. All Eton charm and 
charisma. How old do you think he is? 

NIKI
What’s that got to do with anything?

STEVENAGE
Did he provoke you? 

Niki doesn’t say anything.

STEVENAGE (CONT’D)
Did the same when I met him. It’s what he 
does. They all do it, the ‘Old Boy’s’, 
but Bullington’s is by far the best. What 
was your trigger?

NIKI
What was yours? 
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STEVENAGE
To answer your question, the City 
Remembrancer has no formal involvement in 
CTPO assignments. 

NIKI
Old bastard. 

STEVENAGE
Quite. Adewomba’s mine and...

His phone BEEPS drawing his attention. He checks it as 
Niki climbs onto the bed and straddles him. 

NIKI
Distract me. 

STEVENAGE
I have to go. Work. 

Niki flops down beside him and watches him dress.

NIKI
What would have happened if I’d said yes? 

STEVENAGE
He’d have laughed. Look, the Old Boys run 
this place like a private members club 
and have done for five hundred years. If 
you really want to understand it try 
thinking like a fifteenth century 
courtier. 

NIKI
This might be the last time I need 
distraction. 

He leans in and kisses her. 

STEVENAGE
No complications, Niki. 

NIKI
I mean it, Jim. 

STEVENAGE
Don’t you always?

He leaves. Niki stares up at the ceiling. She watches a 
SPIDER building a web. 

NIKI
(Quietly)

I beg... sister. I beg.
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INT. NIKI’S FLAT/BEDROOM - NIGHT18 18

A phone rings in darkness. Niki rolls over and grabs it. 

NIKI
Johnson. 

She sits bolt upright. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Where?

EXT. UNDER BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE - DAWN19 19

Niki stands under the bridge looking up at STEVENAGE’S 
BODY, which is slowly being lowered from SCAFFOLDING under 
the bridge. 

Like a robot Niki turns and walks away from the body of 
her lover. She shoves through the mass of Police holding 
back journalists. 

FLASHBULBS pop in her face, but she doesn’t react. 
Questions are shouted at her, but they’re muted and she 
simply strides through the mass of people. 

EXT. CITY ALLEYWAY - NIGHT20 20

Niki leans against a wall shivering uncontrollably. She 
hugs herself, but can’t seem to get control. 

KENNETH
(Faint)

I beg...

She looks round in shock. 

NIKI
You want me to find out who’s behind 
this?

Niki stands in the middle of the alleyway. Her face is 
distorted by rage and grief. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Tell me who’s next? 

Silence. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Come on! You whisper at me... torture my 
dreams... beg me to help. I’ll do it. 
I’ll help, just tell me who’s next!
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A shadowed figure appears at the end of the alleyway. Niki 
takes a breath and slowly walks towards it. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Jim... ?

Martins steps out of the shadows. 

MARTINS
Boss... you OK?

INT. ANTEROOM CITY REMEMBRANCER - DAY21 21

Nikki sits on the elegant and tasteful waiting room 
outside Bullington’s office. Across from her Bullington’s 
PA regards her over her work. 

On a TV screen muted NEWS FOOTAGE plays that shows the 
Adewomba investigation leading into a report on 
Stevenage’s suicide.  

Niki can’t take the images of Stevenage. She stands and 
walks over to the PA. She towers over her. The PA looks 
nervous. 

NIKI
Where’s his meeting?

PA
You don’t have an appointment so you’ll 
have to wait or make an appointment. 

NIKI
Just tell me where he is and I’ll go 
there.  

PA
That’s not... It isn’t proper. You can’t 
simply ambush him. 

NIKI
Call him. Tell him I’m here. 

PA
I’ll happily make you an appointment. 

She checks his diary on her computer. 

PA (CONT’D)
I have 2.30pm on the 14th. Shall I pencil 
you in? 

Niki turns and walks back across the room. The PA presses. 

PA (CONT’D)
What’s your office number, Ms. Johnson? 
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NIKI
It’s Detective Inspector. 

The PA’s intercom BUZZES. She answers. 

PA
Sir, I have a Detective Inspector Johnson 
in the outer office. She would like...

Niki walks to the ornate double doors leading into 
Bullington’s office and walks through. 

PA (CONT’D)
Hey!

INT. BULLINGTON’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS22 22

Niki walks into the office to find Bullington in the 
middle of putting a TIE ON. 

BULLINGTON
It’s polite to be invited, Ms. Johnson. 

The PA bustles in. 

PA
Henry, I’m so sorry! She simply...

He waves his PA away. 

BULLINGTON
It’s fine Elizabeth. Ms. Johnson is not 
herself today. Please bring Tea. 

NIKI
I’m fine. 

BULLINGTON
But I’m thirsty. Just lemon, Elizabeth.

Elizabeth closes the door behind her as Bullington 
finishes fixing his tie. 

NIKI
I’m prepared to take on Adewomba. 

BULLINGTON
If you’d barged in three minutes earlier 
I’d have been in a towel. I suppose 
having a shower off the office is a 
little extravagant, but I’m often forced 
to attend late night sittings in 
Westminster. 

He favours her with a charming smile. 
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BULLINGTON (CONT’D)
Or deal with small crises. I’m so 
terribly sorry to hear of Jim 
Stevenage’s... accident. 

NIKI
I have a condition. 

BULLINGTON
Ms. Johnson I’m afraid I have confession 
to make. I was teasing when I offered you 
the Adewomba investigation. It’s not in 
my power to affect internal CTPO case 
assignments. Are you sure you wouldn’t 
like some tea?

NIKI
I understand the formal limits of your... 
influence, but informally I’d like the 
powers that be to know that should they 
want me to take it on I have some  
conditions. 

BULLINGTON
Horse trading... it’s so delightfully 
American. I feel positively New World. 
I’d love to know your conditions, call it 
curiosity. 

NIKI
Complete autonomy. A team of my choice. 
No interference of any kind from above 
and I want the Stevenage investigation. 

Bullington raises his eyebrows.

BULLINGTON
Hypothetically, what if the powers that 
be refuse?

NIKI
Then I know exactly where I stand. 

Bullington laughs as the door to his office opens and 
Elizabeth bustles in with Tea.

NIKI (CONT’D)
But keep this in mind, Sir Henry, we shot 
dead an unarmed foreign national and the 
officer in charge of the operation who, 
coincidentally, was also charged with 
investigating the shooting just hung 
himself. I’d be surprised if the next 
person who invited me to a cosy brunch 
wasn’t the Foreign Secretary. 
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Bullington sips his tea as Elizabeth the PA registers 
shock at Niki’s words.

BULLINGTON
If he does be very very careful. He’s 
vegan. That will be all, Elizabeth. 

Elizabeth turns and leaves. Niki and Bullington regard 
each other as the doors close behind Elizabeth. 

BULLINGTON (CONT’D)
I went to Eton with Elizabeth’s father. 

NIKI
I’m sure she’s very loyal.

BULLINGTON
Formally I have no power over 
appointments, but, informally, I do know 
where all the bodies are buried. I’ll see 
what I can do Ms. Johnson. 

Niki stands. 

NIKI
Detective Inspector, Sir Henry. 

BULLINGTON
It’s just Henry, Ms. Johnson. After all 
we shall be spending quite some time 
together. May I call you Nikiru?

He sips his tea.

NIKI
I... it’s Niki. 

BULLINGTON
It’s Igbo isn’t it? The shortened form of 
‘Nikiruku’ I believe. It means ‘the best 
is yet to come’, doesn’t it?

NIKI
I’m not sure. 

BULLINGTON
I spent some time in Nigeria in my youth. 
I’ll be in touch, Niki. 

Niki is about to say something, but instead simply turns 
and leaves. 

INT. ANTEROOM CITY REMEMBRANCER - CONTINUOUS23 23

Niki walks into the anteroom. Elizabeth blocks her way. 
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ELIZABETH
I know what you’re doing and it won’t 
work. He’s a wonderful man.

NIKI
This place really is out of touch. 

Niki walks round Elizabeth. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
No one sleeps with their PA anymore.

She leaves. 

I/E. NIKI’S CAR - DAY24 24

Niki is on her HANDS FREE. CCTV camera’s track the car as 
it heads through the streets. Grainy CCTV images showing 
the car intercut with Niki inside as she talks to Martins. 

NIKI
Martins? Remember how I said we’re not on 
Adewomba? Now we are. I need you to talk 
to Srikandarajah in intelligence and get 
the raw CCTV footaqe of the shooting. 
Don’t take any crap from the jumped up 
little shit... Second, arrange interviews 
with Deakins and the armed response team 
ASAP. Got it?... good. I’ll be back in a 
few hours... I’ve got to see someone. 

Niki leaves the protective ring of The City. She passes 
out of the ring of steel passing a MANNED CHECKPOINT and 
slipping into the traffic of London proper.  

EXT. ROSE AND CROWN PUB NORTH LONDON - DAY25 25

Niki sits in her car in a run down part of North London. 
Opposite her is a seedy looking pub. She pointedly takes 
her phone out and turns it off. 

She also removes her WARRANT CARD and slips it into the 
glove box. That done she exits the car and crosses to the 
pub.

INT. ROSE AND CROWN - CONTINUOUS26 26

Niki blinks at the gloomy interior. The pub is empty save 
for the barman and a sinewy old man sat at the bar smoking 
a slim cigar and studying the Racing Post. 

The barman says something to the old man who grunts and 
downs a glass of whiskey as Niki walks over. 
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NIKI
Riley. 

RILEY
Pint of Guiness, love, I ain’t ‘ad 
breakfast yet. 

Niki sits down next to the dessicated looking Riley.

NIKI
(To Barman)

Got that Coffee machine yet?

The barman holds up a crusty jar of NESCAFE. 

BARMAN
Capuccino?

RILEY
I wouldn’t. He’ll gob in it. 

Riley grins at Niki showing a GOLD TOOTH and a couple of 
gaps. 

NIKI
You wouldn’t do that would you, Ryan?

RYAN
Got a room in the back. You welcome to 
use it. 

RILEY
(To Ryan)

Where’s my fuckin’ Guiness?

He fixes the hulking Ryan with a beady eye. 

RILEY (CONT’D)
(To Niki)

Trouble wiv barmen today is they reckon 
they can think. You got to discourage 
‘em. Ain’t that right, Ryan?

Ryan puts a Guiness and a BOX OF EGGS next to Riley. Riley 
cracks an egg into his pint and down’s it. 

NIKI
Might be better if we talk in private.

RILEY
Sensible, so. Ryan, fuck off out of my 
office so’s the grown ups can talk. 

Ryan looks for a second like he might argue. Then turns 
and walks into the back. Riley lights a fresh cigar from 
the butt of his old one. 
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NIKI
Your lifestyle’ll kill you, Riley. 

RILEY
I bin’ dyin’ for twenty years. Devils too 
scared to take me. Reckon you ain’t ‘ere 
to enquire about my ‘ealth. 

NIKI
Have you been watching the News?

RILEY
‘Course not. Full of bullshit and fucking 
lies. But I heard about your countryman 
and your boo. 

Niki shifts uncomfortably.

NIKI
He’s wasn’t my countryman. 

RILEY
You look in a mirror lately? 

NIKI
Didn’t know you were a Racist. 

RILEY
Racist, sexist, I believe in equality 
so’s I hate everyone the same. I’m an 
equal opportunities kind of terrorist. 

NIKI
I’m British. 

Riley goes round the bar and pulls himself another 
Guiness.

RILEY
And I’m stateless these days and looking 
to make a living so try tellin’ me what 
you want and how much, and stop blowing 
smoke up my arse. 

NIKI
I need to know who would want Stevenage 
dead. 

Riley shrugs and cracks another egg into his pint.

NIKI (CONT’D)
I’ve got City backing. 

Riley looks at her as he sips his pint. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Sir Henry Bullington.
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Riley raises his eyebrow.

RILEY
City cash?

Niki nods. Riley smiles. 

RILEY (CONT’D)
Well, why didn’t you say so? Those dirty 
fuckers ‘ave very deep pockets and a lot 
of skeletons. Dangerous people. 

NIKI
Scared?

RILEY
City boys ain’t got nothing on Cancer. 

He takes a drag on his cigar. 

NIKI
If you’re looking for sympathy you’re 
gonna be disappointed.

RILEY
I’m looking for cash and you got access 
to an unlimited supply. 

NIKI
Must be quite a bucket list. 

RILEY
Turn you white. I’ll ‘ave a little look 
at Stevange and your Nigerian boy. Ask 
around. See what’s what. 

NIKI
I need to know who. 

Riley laughs. 

RILEY
Everyone always knows ‘who’. Who’s easy, 
what you need is ‘why’. ‘Why’ is what 
costs.  

Niki gets up. 

NIKI
Any links between Stevenage or Adewomba. 
Information about why anyone would want 
them dead. And... take a look at 
Bullington. 

Riley raises his glass. 
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RILEY
With pleasure.

He drains it as Niki leaves. 

INT. NIKI’S CAR - DAY27 27

In a quiet side street Niki sits behind the wheel of her 
car crying. These are deep seated sobs, a primal 
expression of grief.  

She sobs. 

Slowly, as if from far away, Niki becomes aware of the 
sound of a RINGING PHONE.  

Niki blinks. 

She checks her phone and is surprised to see FOUR MISSED 
CALLS. 

NIKI
Shit.

The first three are from her Mum. The last one from 
Martins. Niki dials and holds the phone to her ear. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
I got a missed call. What’s wrong? 

MARTINS
(Via phone)

I’m having problems with intelligence. 
They say there’s no official notification 
that you’re lead on Adewomba. Armed 
response say the same. Boss, are we on 
this or not?

NIKI
We’re on it. 

MARTINS
No one else seems to know that. 

NIKI
Oh, for fucks sake. The left hand doesn’t 
know what the right hands doing. The 
offical word’s moving at the speed of 
bureacracy. 

MARTINS
I’m stuffed until the word is broadcast. 

Niki taps the steering wheel. 
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NIKI
Alright, we’ve got Adewomba’s address. 
Meet me there in an hour and we’ll do 
some old fashioned police work. 

She hangs up before he can reply. Niki looks into the 
mirror and composes herself. She dials a second number. 

ELIZABETH
(On Phone)

Remembrancers Officer how may I help?

NIKI
Sir Henry, please. 

ELIZABETH
May I ask who’s calling. 

NIKI
DI Johnson.

A chilly pause. 

ELIZABETH
He’s in a meeting. Sorry.

Niki takes a breath to bring her anger under control.

NIKI
Please tell him that I need formal 
authorisation. He’ll know what it means. 

She hangs up. She checks her phone a final time noting the 
missed calls from her Mum and thinks for a moment. Niki 
checks the time and comes to a decision. She starts the 
engine and drives away. 

I/E. NIKI’S CAR/EAST LONDON HOUSE - DAY28 28

Niki pulls up outside a LARGE RAMBLING VICTORIAN house. 
Martins waits for her. 

MARTINS
Sriskandarajah really is a prick. 

Caught by surprise Niki laughs. 

NIKI
Succinct and to the point as always. 

MARTINS
I overheard him telling someone in the 
canteen that he owns three paintball 
guns. That tells you a lot. What kind of 
person actually goes out and buys not 
one, but three paintball guns? 
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Niki crosses to the front door and rings the bell. 

NIKI
What kind of person plays paintball.

MARTINS
Well... me. 

NIKI
Martins, I’m shocked. 

MARTINS
Yeah, but I don’t own my own gun. Owning 
your own paintball gun is like the 
difference between appreciating Star Trek 
and watching it in your own tailor made 
uniform.

Niki looks at him. 

NIKI
How are you a police officer?

The door opens and a middle-aged woman, MRS CARLTON, pokes 
her face out. She’s dressed in a ratty PINK DRESSING GOWN.

MRS CARLTON
Can’t you lot talk to each other?

MARTINS
Mrs Carlton?

MRS CARLTON
Last lot went through me smalls drawer. I 
told ‘em Kenneth never went nowhere near 
my room, but they looked anyway. 

She walks away from the door back down the hall leaving it 
open behind her. Niki and Martins look at each other a 
little confused. 

NIKI
Mrs Carlton we’re --

Mrs Carlton looks back at them cutting Niki off. 

MRS CARLTON
Well? I ain’t got all day. Going for 
Gold’s on the Freeview in twenty minutes. 

Niki and Martins enter...

INT. HALLWAY/STAIRS - DAY29 29

... they follow her down the hall and up the stairs. 
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MRS CARLTON
Lovely boy, Kenneth. He would never go 
through me smalls. Pity. Tell you one 
thing...

She stops on the stairs and fixes Niki with a steely look. 

MRS CARLTON (CONT’D)
... your lot going round on telly sayin’ 
he’s a Muslin is bang out of order. 

NIKI
Why’s that?

Mrs Carlton snorts and heads onto the landing and leads 
them into a small, very neat bedroom. 

MRS CARLTON
All that boy did was bible and his Uni 
stuff. Wouldn’t even watch Eastenders 
wiv’ me. 

INT. KENNETH ADEWOMBA’S BEDROOM - DAY30 30

Niki and Martins walk into the room. There’s a single bed 
with a crucifix hanging above it a bookshelf full of 
physics, electronics and heavy telecommunications books 
sitting alongside a large bible and Christian study-
guides. 

MRS CARLTON
He weren’t no Muslin. 

Niki takes a Telecommunications textbook down from the 
shelves and flicks through.

NIKI
What did he study?

Mrs Carlton shrugs. 

MRS CARLTON
Dunno. Had a lot of phones and things. 
Sorted out the Sky no trouble. 

Martins explores the room. 

MARTINS
Was it broken?

Mrs Carlton looks suddenly shifty. 

MRS CARLTON
No... Kenneth studied at a really good 
place. Imperial University. 
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Said he was offered a place at Oxford to 
be a Dr, but he wanted to meet this one 
bigwig at Imperial. Professor Onion water 
or something.

Niki replaces the textbook with the large bible. The front 
page lists it as a gift. The dedication reads: 

“Abundant blessing and wishes for success from your 
family. God go with you and return to us.” 

MARTINS
Oh yeah? Advanced Doctorate in Sky boxes, 
was it? 

MRS CARLTON
He was a lovely boy. He didn’t deserve to 
get shot. He never hurt no one. And you 
lot shot him. 

NIKI
What happened to all his phones?

MRS CARLTON
Your lot took ‘em. An’ all his computers. 
He had a lot of computer bits. They took 
‘em all. 

MARTINS
Must be hard to make ends meet these 
days. Sky’s not cheap...

NIKI
Where was his Church?

MRS CARLTON
Dunno. 

MARTINS
I’ve got Sky, but I can’t afford all the 
Movie Channels and sport and stuff. 

Mrs Carlton looks uncomfortable. 

NIKI
Come on, you seriously expect us to 
believe he never told you? 

MRS CARLTON
I can’t remember. 

MARTINS
I bet you’ve got all the Channels.

MRS CARLTON
I pay for ‘em!
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Martins laughs. 

MRS CARLTON (CONT’D)
I went once. 

Niki looks up at her. 

MRS CARLTON (CONT’D)
It was one of those weird places in a 
Scout Hut where they get all worked up 
and gibber. 

NIKI
What was it called?

MRS CARLTON
I dunno. I didn’t like it. I ain’t 
religious. 

NIKI
So why’d you go?

MRS CARLTON
I had to. ‘Cause of the Sky. He fixed it 
and I promised to go to his Church.

NIKI
You must remember something. Anything. 

MARTINS
Lets have a look at that Sky box, shall 
we?

MRS CARLTON
It was called Framed Power something. 
That’s all I can remember. Framed Power. 

Niki stares at Mrs Carlton. 

MRS CARLTON (CONT’D)
I swear. That’s it. I don’t remember 
nothing else. 

EXT. MRS CARLTON’S HOUSE - DAY31 31

Martins looks over Niki’s shoulder and sees the curtains 
of Mrs Carlton’s house twitch. He turns away chuckling to 
himself. 

NIKI
Professor Onion Water at Imperial and a 
Church in a Scout Hut called Framed 
Power. Hmm...

MARTINS
WWSD, boss. What Would Sherlock Do.
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NIKI
You watch too much telly, Martins. 

She climbs into her car. 

MARTINS
Where we going?

NIKI
Imperial. Unless you want to spend the 
rest of the day blindly driving round 
Scout Huts in the hope we accidentally 
run into ‘Framed Power.’ 

INT. IMPERIAL COLLEGE RECEPTION - DAY32 32

Niki and Martins stand at reception in front of security 
guard. Martins is in the process of showing him his 
WARRANT CARD as Niki examines a WEB PAGE on her phone. 

CLOSE ON: Niki’s phone. She’s examining the staff list on 
the Telecommunications Department webpage.

The security guard waves them through the barrier. Niki 
follows Martins into a lift. 

INT. LIFT - DAY33 33

The doors close.

NIKI
This has to be him. Professor Omiata. 
Easy to get that mangled into ‘onion 
water’.

MARTINS
If you’re idea of intellectual 
stimulation is watching repeats of Going 
for Gold. 

NIKI
Put your claws away, dear.

INT. PROFESSOR OMIATA’S OFFICE - DAY34 34

The professor, a small dapper Nigerian man, examines 
Niki’s WARRANT CARD in great detail then hands it back to 
her with undisguised contempt. 

OMIATA
I will not discuss Mr Adewomba with you 
unless you arrest me. 
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MARTINS
Professor Omiata we’re just trying --

OMIATA
Arrest me or leave. 

NIKI
What was the subject of his Phd. 

OMIATA
Mr. Adewomba was a gifted student and a 
fine man. He came to this country to be 
educated not executed. Please leave.

Niki stares at him for a moment. Then stands.

NIKI
Forgive us for taking up your time. 

She turns to leave. Martins follows. 

INT. HALLWAY OUTSIDE OMIATA’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS35 35

Niki and Martins are walking down the hall. Omiata appears 
at his office door behind them.

OMIATA
Ms. Johnson.

Niki stops and looks back.

OMIATA (CONT’D)
I  have a question for you. 

NIKI
Go ahead.

OMIATA
Why would agents of the state that 
supposedly lawfully executed Mr Adewomba 
waste time investigating him? Surely all 
that’s required is to establish that 
procedure was followed and his execution 
performed legally. 

NIKI
You keep claiming Mr Adewomba was 
executed. I was there. He died in my 
arms. I know what happened. 

OMIATA
If that is so then why are you here?

MARTINS
Procedure, sir. 
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OMIATA
Mr. Adewomba was the furthest thing from 
a terrorist you can imagine. 

NIKI
What do you mean?

Omiata regards her calmly and for a moment as if 
considering how to respond.

OMIATA
Who are you really working for, Ms 
Johnson. And what do they want?

NIKI
I want the truth. 

OMIATA
And what good would that do for you?

NIKI
This isn’t about me. 

Omiata turns and heads back into his office. 

OMIATA
Good day Ms Johnson. Please do not come 
back. 

The door closes. 

MARTINS
Touchy. 

NIKI
Wouldn’t you be?

MARTINS
Probably.

INT. NIKI’S OFFICE - EARLY EVENING36 36

Niki sits staring at her WHITEBOARD. 

On it is pinned a picture of KENNETH ADEWOMBA, STEVENAGE 
and BULLINGTON. Listed under them are OMIATA, FRAMED 
POWER, CHRISTIAN and MUSLIM?

Her phone rings. She checks it and sighs, but picks up. 

NIKI
Hi Mum... I know... I did, but I’ve been 
busy. Yes... I’ll be there. I said I 
would and I will... I’ve got to go... 
yeah, yeah.... I’ll see you tomorrow. 
Bye.
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She hangs up. Martins pokes his head round the door. 

MARTINS
Pub?

Niki shakes her head. 

NIKI
Work. 

He nods... 

MARTINS
Have a good one.

... and leaves. Niki picks up a bookmarked BIBLE and 
reads.

NIKI
(In her head)

He who loves money will not be satisfied 
with money, nor he who loves wealth with 
his income, this also is vanity. It’s a 
nice sentiment. Naive, but nice. I can’t 
build a case on it, though.

ADEWOMBA
For the love of money is a root of all 
kinds of evils. It is through this 
craving that some have wandered away from 
the faith and pierced themselves with 
many pangs.

Niki closes her eyes. 

NIKI
Timothy six ten. 

She opens them. Adewomba sits opposite her. Blood stains 
his clothes. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
What are you trying to tell me, Kenneth?

He stares at her. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Is Jim with you? Are you both going to 
haunt me? 

ADEWOMBA
Sister... I beg...

Niki is suddenly angry.
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NIKI
What? What exactly are you begging me 
for?

Adewomba is gone. 

EXT. ROOF - NIGHT37 37

Niki stands on the roof looking out over the City. She 
lights a cigarette. Her hands shake. She takes a deep 
drag, coughs and then takes another. It gets easier as she 
forces herself to smoke. 

Unseen behind her a CCTV CAMERA watches. 

CUT TO:

INT. CCTV MONITOR SCREEN - CONTINUOUS38 38

A MONITOR showing Niki stood on the rooftop smoking fills 
the screen. Slowly pulling back reveals dozens more and 
the faceless operators who control them. 

EXT. ST HELIER ESTATE SOUTH LONDON - DAY39 39

Niki pulls into the car park of a tower block on a run 
down estate. She climbs out and crosses to the lobby of 
the block. 

INT. BLOCK LOBBY/LIFT DOORS - CONTINUOUS40 40

She presses the lift and waits. The doors open and she 
steps inside. The doors are about to close when a BLACK 
MAN IN A HOODY slips in. 

INT. LIFT - CONTINUOUS41 41

He leans against the side wall breathing heavy as the 
doors close. Niki gives him a quick once over to find him 
looking at her. She looks away. 

The man keeps looking. As the lift slowly ascends he 
checks her out noting her smart business suit and polished 
air.

The man takes a breath and suddenly steps forward. 

MAN
Hi, I --
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Before he can complete his sentence Niki grabs his arm, 
twists it, kicks his feet out and drives the now off 
balance man into the wall. 

MAN (CONT’D)
Aargh!

The man is now kneeling on the floor his arm twisted up 
behind him and his face crushed into the steel. 

NIKI
You picked the wrong woman to attack, 
dickhead. I want some ID, now.

MAN
What the fuck are you talking about?! I 
wanted your number!

Niki frisks him.

NIKI
Is there anything in my pockets I might 
stick myself with. 

MAN
My dick. 

She pulls his head back and slams it back into the wall. 

MAN (CONT’D)
Oww! Can you stop doing that?

The lift doors ping open. Niki finds his wallet. She steps 
away from him and into the door holding it open as she 
examines his wallet. 

The man slumps into a sitting position, blood running from 
his nose. Niki looks up at him.

NIKI
You’re a teacher?

MAN
Art and media studies. 

NIKI
What are you doing here dressed like a 
gangbanger?

MAN
Who the hell are you? 

NIKI
I’m a police officer. 
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MAN
I want your badge number. You assaulted 
me. 

NIKI
Why did you approach me?

MAN
How many woman on this estate do you 
think dress like you?

NIKI
I thought...

He climbs to his feet. 

MAN
I know what you thought. You saw a black 
man in a hoody and assumed he was a 
gangster. It’s called racial profiling. 

The man pulls out his phone. 

NIKI
You came at me in a dark lift. What was I 
supposed to think?

MAN
I want your badge number. 

Niki steps out of the lift. The doors start to close. 

NIKI
0772 5555 455

The man looks confused as the doors close on him. 

INT. CORRIDOR/BALCONY - CONTINUOUS42 42

Niki leans against the wall and laughs. 

She looks down the corridor and out onto the balcony that 
fronts a succession of flats. Several people dressed in 
their Sunday best stare at her from an open door. 

Niki straightens and walks down the balcony towards them. 
As she passes one turns to her bowing his head in respect.

WELL DRESSED MAN
We are here for your father. 

NIKI
Thank you. 

Niki passes them and heads into the flat. 
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INT. NIKI’S MUM’S MASONETTE - DAY43 43

Niki walks through house, which is crowded with well-
dressed older people, passing a wall, full of PHOTO’s as 
she does that show Niki, her father and Mother and images 
of all three in Nigeria. 

Niki heads into the living room where a woman’s STRONG 
VOICE can be heard. 

INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS44 44

A regal looking lady in her late sixties is holding court. 
This is ADAEZE Niki’s Mother. 

ADAEZE
... And that is the irony. The young run 
from God and His plan and turn their back 
on the motherland, but the fault is ours. 
We brought them to this country. We 
exposed them to this failing culture and 
then wail and proclaim some form of 
injustice when they stray.  

The heads nod in agreement. Adaeze sees Niki stood in the 
doorway. 

ADAEZE (CONT’D)
You came. 

NIKI
I always do. 

ADAEZE
He would want you here. 

NIKI
And you?

ADAEZE
I called didn’t I?

NIKI
I got your messages. 

ADAEZE
You ignored my messages. 

A priest, FATHER TIMBAY, stands and offers Niki his hand. 

FATHER TIMBAY
Sister, it’s good to see you. The 
anniversary brings us all together and 
that would make your Father very happy. 
To be the foundation of a tradition is a 
glorious thing. 
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And such a blessed tradition, a chance 
for the community to meet, talk and share 
insight. 

NIKI
I’m hardly part of this community any 
more.

TIMBAY
No matter how long you stay away you will 
always be part of this community, sister. 
We are your blood. Tell us about this 
boy, this Adewomba, who was shot. Is it 
true that the boy was a violent Muslim? 

Heads nod. 

ADAEZE
He must be Boko Haram. 

Niki sits. 

NIKI
I can’t discuss an ongoing investigation, 
Father. Sorry. 

FATHER TIMBAY
But we are your people. Your heart and we 
feel threatened. The congregation has 
talked of nothing else since it happened. 
Your family are frightened. 

ADAEZE
Her family embarrass her. 

FATHER TIMBAY
Adaeze!

The people in the room shift uncomfortably. Niki stands. 

NIKI
Whip someone else.

She leaves the room. Father Timbay follows. 

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS45 45

Niki stumbles through the flat, pushing past people as the 
priest follows. 

EXT. BALCONY - CONTINUOUS46 46

Niki walks onto the balcony and quickly moves away from 
the people gathered at the doorway and down the balcony. 
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With trembling fingers she takes out a CIGARETTE and 
lights up as Father Timbay approaches. 

NIKI
I really don’t want to talk about this 
again. 

TIMBAY
She isn’t angry at you. 

NIKI
Then she’s faking it really well. 

TIMBAY
Today, the anniversary, it just reminds 
her of... loss. She feels she’s lost you 
as well as him. 

NIKI
He’s dead and I’m alive. 

TIMBAY
You must make allowances for her. She 
never wanted to come to this country. 
It’s been very hard for her and with 
Balonwu gone she feels lost. 

NIKI
She doesn’t look lost to me. She’s 
holding court in there the same as 
always. Criticising me for being ‘too 
English’ the same as always. England is 
my country. Dad understood that. He 
taught me that England was better than 
Nigeria. Fairer and more open. Here I 
could be someone and I’ve proved him 
right. She can’t take that. So she 
complains about ‘loose morals’ and lack 
of faith. It’s pathetic. 

Niki flicks her cigarette over the balcony and lights 
another. 

TIMBAY
This is new.

NIKI
Work’s tough at the moment. 

TIMBAY
Yes, I can imagine. I meant what I said. 
We are all frightened by the apparent 
execution of a Nigerian branded as a 
terrorist. 

Niki turns to him. 
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NIKI
Boko Haram have never operated in the UK. 

TIMBAY
No, but there are many extremist groups 
that do. The young are vulnerable and 
easy to exploit. There are fewer and 
fewer young people in my congregation. 
Where do they go? 

NIKI
I’m looking for a particular Church. A 
Nigerian Church. Somewhere in East London 
called ‘Framed Power’. 

Timbay laughs. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Well, something that sounds like ‘Framed 
Power.’ Can you ask around for me? 

Timbay nods. 

TIMBAY
For your Father... and your Mother. 

NIKI
Thank you.

She walks into the stairwell and leaves. 

INT. BAR - NIGHT47 47

Niki stands at the bar of an upscale bar. The music is 
loud and the clientele are older than Niki. The music is 
young and she’s well on her way to getting drunk. 

A handsome older white man in his late forties or early 
fifties smiles at Niki. He’s handsome, a George Clooney 
type, and Niki smiles back at him. 

She raises her glass and they silently toast each other 
across the bar. 

INT. BAR/DANCEFLOOR - LATER48 48

Niki dances with the handsome older man. Her movements are 
unconsidered and abandoned. He moves with her on the 
crowded dance floor. They kiss. 

INT. HANDSOME MAN’S FLAT/BEDROOM - MORNING49 49

Niki is quietly dressing as the man sleeps behind her. She 
silently lets herself out. 
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EXT. HANDSOME MAN’S FLAT - MORNING50 50

Niki winces in the morning light as she exits the 
building. She looks around and spots a NEWSAGENT and heads 
inside. 

INT. NEWSAGENT - DAY51 51

Niki heads to the counter.

NEWSAGENT
Morning. 

NIKI
Twenty Marlborough lights. Where exactly 
am I?

The Newsagent serves her. 

NEWSAGENT
Five seventy. Chelsea.

She pays him.

NIKI
Where’s the nearest tube?

He points up the road as Niki pays.

NEWSAGENT
Sloane Square. Head up the road and you 
can’t miss it. 

NIKI
Thanks.

Niki leaves the shop and heads up the road lighting a 
cigarette as she goes. 

INT. NIKI’S FLAT/SHOWER - DAY52 52

Niki cleans herself. On the sink her phone JANGLES. The 
number reads: RILEY. 

EXT. THE RIVER - DAY53 53

Niki walks towards Riley who’s sat on a bench next to an 
attractive young woman. As Niki approaches the woman 
suddenly stands and shouts down at Riley. 

YOUNG WOMAN
Fuck off you dirty old bastard. 

The woman storms off as Niki arrives. 
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NIKI
(To Riley)

Do I need to arrest you?

Riley shrugs. 

RILEY
You don’t ask you don’t get. 

He starts to cough and spits a GOB of RED PHLEGM onto the 
floor. 

NIKI
How could she possibly turn you down?

Riley smiles up at her his teeth bloody. 

RILEY
Got something for you. 

He hands her a MANILA ENVELOPE as she opens it he lights a 
Cigar. It seems to calm his heaving. Niki opens it and 
pulls out a sheaf of Photo’s.

NIKI
Photographs? How old school. 

RILEY
That’s me. 

Two women jog past and Riley makes a point of studying 
their undulating rears as Niki studies the photo’s. The 
first set have been taken from security cameras and show 
Adewomba in a gay Sauna. 

The second set are much clearer and seem to be shot 
through a two way mirror. They show Adewomba having sex 
with another man. 

The man is Deakins one of the Armed Response Team who shot 
Adewomba. 

NIKI
Where did you get these?

Riley ignores her.

RILEY
Took me awhile to ID the other fella. 
Deakins City of London Armed Response. 
I’m gonna take a wild shot in the dark - 
pun intended - and say he was on the team 
that shot our boy Kenneth.

Niki turns to him insistent.
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NIKI
When were these taken?

RILEY
‘Bout a month ago.

NIKI
I need to speak to whoever took these. 

RILEY
No chance. 

NIKI
Riley, I have to. 

Riley shrugs.

NIKI (CONT’D)
At least tell me who he was working for.

RILEY
Far as I know, no-one. They record 
everyone in the hope they bag someone 
worth blackmailing. It’s a dying 
industry, though. No-one gives a shit 
anymore if you’re gay or straight. He 
still makes decent cash from Tories, but 
for the rest of ‘em being outed is like a 
badge of honour. What’s the world coming 
to? 

He shakes his head and stands. 

RILEY (CONT’D)
And who says it’s a ‘he’? Feel free to 
keep ‘em. I got copies. Be in touch. 

He walks away as Niki stares at the photographs unable to 
believe what she’s seeing. 

INT. INTELLIGENCE DEPT/CITY OF LONDON POLICE - DAY 54 54

Niki strides up to Sriskandarajah’s desk. She slams an 
OFFICIAL DOCUMENT onto the desk. Sriskandarajah picks it 
up and reads it carefully. 

NIKI
Now send every bit of information you 
have on Adewomba to me. Got it?

Sriskandarajah hands the piece of paper back. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
Yes... sir. 
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NIKI
And I want all the CCTV footage available 
on the shooting. Today.

Niki turns and walks away. 

INT. NIKKI’S OFFICE/MARTINS DESK - DAY55 55

Niki walks past Martin’s desk - he’s on the phone - and 
shoots him a quizzical look. He gives her the thumbs up as 
she does. 

MARTINS
... and where exactly are they now?

Niki heads into her office. 

INT. NIKKI’S OFFICE - DAY56 56

Niki picks up her phone and places a call. 

ELIZABETH
City Remembrancers office.

NIKI
DI Johnson for Sir Henry, please.

Niki is put straight through. She smiles as Bullington 
picks up. 

BULLINGTON
Ms. Johnson what a delightful surprise on 
this fine Monday morning. I trust things 
are well with you?

NIKI
Very. Thank you. 

BULLINGTON
What on Earth do you have to thank me 
for?

NIKI
Your influence. 

BULLINGTON
Whatever do you mean? Perhaps we should 
discuss it over dinner at my club later 
this week?

NIKI
That sounds... perfect.
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BULLINGTON
Excellent. Elizabeth will put something 
in the diary. 

Bullington clicks off and Elizabeth takes over. 

ELIZABETH
Thursday at seven thirty Ms. Johnson?

NIKI
Do you listen to all his calls? 

ELIZABETH
Do you know the Reform Club, Ms. Johnson?

NIKI
Perfect. Seven thirty, Thursday at the 
Reform Club. I won’t see you there. 

Niki hangs up. Martins knocks on the door and enters. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Thrill me. 

MARTINS
It’s amazing the roadblocks that letter 
removes. The wankers over at Armed 
Response have gone all meek. You wanted 
to interrogate the Adewomba team...

NIKI
And?

MARTINS
It’ll have to wait until they’re back in 
London next week. They’re in the middle 
of Dartmoor on some sort of extreme 
survival training and can’t be contacted 

NIKI
Of course they can. Who did you speak to?

MARTINS
I’m serious. Part of the mission is 
complete isolation. No radios, no 
satellite phone. No contact. 

NIKI
Great. Looks like we’re going to Devon.

MARTINS
Can’t we just wait for ‘em to come back?

NIKI
No. We can’t.
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INT. CAR/MOTORWAY - DAY57 57

Martins drives as Niki sits in the passenger set viewing 
CCTV footage from Bank tube station on a laptop. From a 
variety of different angles she watches the shooting 
unfold.  

From an angle outside the station she see’s Adewomba 
enter. Minutes later a squad car pulls up and the three 
man response team race in after him. 

She recognises Deakins amongst them.

Niki scrolls through the footage and sees herself pull up 
with Martins several minutes later. She jumps out and 
disappears into the tube station after the team. 

She switches to another angle showing the inside of the 
ticket hall. Adewomba, oblivious to what’s about to happen 
passes through the barriers. 

Minutes later the armed response team race through the 
ticket hall causing chaos. Niki again scrolls forward 
until she see herself following after. She waves her 
WARRANT CARD at the civilian as she does. 

An angle on the platform. Adewomba is stood on his own on 
the platform at the far end. There are a few other 
passengers waiting for the tube. 

The Armed Response team wait at the entrance to the 
platform out of sight. Adewomba waits at the far end. Niki 
stares intently at the screen. 

It goes BLACK. 

NIKI
What the fuck!?

MARTINS
Boss?

She tries another angle on the platform. Same TIME CODE, 
but it again goes black. She tries a third and a fourth, 
but each goes black just before Adewomba is shot. 

NIKI
The footage has been blanked. There’s 
nothing showing Adewomba being shot. 
Nothing.

She pulls out her phone and dials. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
Intelligence? This is DI Johnson connect 
me with Sriskandarajah.
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She waits impatiently as Martins guides the car into the 
SERVICES. 

NIKI (CONT’D)
I told you to send me everything you 
little prick. The CCTV footage has been 
tampered with. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

I did send you everything. What you’ve 
got is everything on the servers. It’s 
not my fault if the footage doesn’t show 
you what you want to see.

NIKI
It doesn’t show me anything. It’s blank. 
Who’s accessed this?

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

I’d have to check.

NIKI
So check and get back to me in fifteen 
minutes. 

She hangs up. 

MARTINS
Coffee?

NIKI
Can you believe this? He’s trying to tell 
me I’ve got everything they have. 
Arsehole. 

MARTINS
I’ll get you a latte. 

He climbs out and heads across the car park into the 
services. Niki suddenly climbs out and yells after him.

NIKI
Two sugars!

Martins waves an acknowledgement at her. 

EXT. DARTMOOR - DAY58 58

A man in camouflage gear materialises from the 
undergrowth. His face is streaked with Camo paint, he 
carries a rifle and has a pack on his back. 
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He pulls a pair of binoculars from a side pocket and scans 
the horizon. Satisfied he reaches down to a snare and 
removes a DEAD RABBIT and begins to skin it. 

A PHONE JANGLES. He looks surprised and pulls out a 
battered handset. He reads a message. 

DEAKINS
Fuck. 

He breaks the handset and buries it. He abandons the 
rabbit and takes off at a slow run. 

EXT. SERVICES CAR PARK - DAY59 59

Niki paces smoking furiously. Her phone rings. 

NIKI
Johnson. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

The logs show no-one’s accessed the CCTV 
footage since it was received. 

NIKI
Someone must have. It’s been tampered 
with. 

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

If they did it was done before we ever 
received it. I’d check with TfL if I were 
you. 

NIKI
Could someone have logged in and erased 
their access log?

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

I seriously doubt it. 

NIKI
But it’s possible.

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

No, not really. They’d have to do it 
through physical connection to the 
server. That means plugging directly into 
it. Assuming they could break security to 
do that in our own building they’d then 
have to hack the encryptions to remove 
the access record. 
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NIKI
They wouldn’t have to if it was one of 
us.

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

This isn’t your home PC running McAfee. 
There’s no one I know of on site or even 
in the wider force that could break the 
encryptions to do what you’re suggesting.

NIKI
You said it was possible.

SRISKANDARAJAH
(Over phone)

But so unlikely as to be virtually 
impossible. 

Niki takes a drag of her cigarette. 

NIKI
I’ll keep your opinion in mind. 

She hangs up as Martins walks up with two coffee cups. 

MARTINS
Any joy?

NIKI
No. I’ll have to talk to someone higher 
up than Sriskandarajah when we get back. 

MARTINS
Why would someone blank the footage? We 
know Deakins and Adewomba knew each 
other, in a biblical sense, but that 
doesn’t impact on what happened at the 
station. I mean, we know what happened. 
He was shot. And we know who shot him. 
You were there. It doesn’t make sense.

NIKI
We know what, we know who, but we don’t 
know why. 

MARTINS
And you think the missing footage’ll tell 
us?

NIKI
I don’t know... but the Armed Response 
Unit might. 
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EXT. DARTMOOR BARRACKS - NIGHT60 60

Niki and Martins pull up to the security barrier. 

NIKI
DI Johnson and DS Martins. We’re 
expected. 

The sentry checks a list and waves them through.

INT. BARRACKS OFFICE - NIGHT61 61

Niki and Martins sit opposite the obese and perma-smiling 
Lieutenant DANVERS. 

DANVERS
That coffee should be here soon. Good 
drive?

NIKI
With respect we’re here to interview 
Deakins team. 

DANVERS
Of course. Of course. They’re just not 
back yet from manoeuvres. 

NIKI
They’re not army, Danvers. They’re here 
training with your lot and that’s all. 

DANVERS
Quite. Yes, very true. One forgets. 

He laughs uncomfortably. 

NIKI
They should be back by now. 

DANVERS
No, not quite. Perhaps a few more hours. 

Niki exchanges a look with Martins as the door opens and a 
Private enters with coffee. 

DANVERS (CONT’D)
Ah, O’Leery, wonderful. Just in time to 
chase the cold away. 

O’LEERY
Yes, sir. 

Niki stands and walks out of the room. Danvers almost 
falls over himself in an effort to follow. 
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DANVERS
Wait!

Martins somehow contrives to get between Danvers and the 
door tangling him up. 

MARTINS
Whoops.

EXT. CORRIDOR - CONTINUOUS62 62

Niki strides down the corridor and into the next room 
before Danvers can untangle himself. 

INT. COMMUNICATIONS - CONTINUOUS63 63

Niki finds herself in some kind of communications room. A 
soldier looks up at her as she enters. Without hesitating 
she fires an order at the soldier. 

NIKI
When did the Deakins team check in? 

The door behind Niki opens and Danvers races in just as 
the soldier is about to answer. 

SOLDIER
We’re still missing --

DANVERS
DON’T ANSWER THAT!

Niki turns to Danvers. 

NIKI
Who’s missing, Danvers?

Danvers is furious with the soldier.

DANVERS
You’re in serious trouble, private. 

Niki advances on Danvers as Martins enters behind him.

DANVERS (CONT’D)
No one’s missing! One of the team 
simply... hasn’t reported in. 

MARTINS
Who?

DANVERS
He’s probably lost. They’re civilians 
after all. Civilians get lost on the Moor 
all the time. 
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NIKI
Deakins. 

DANVERS
The other two reported in four hours ago 
as scheduled, but he’s... missing. We’ve 
got search teams out but so far nothing. 
It’s a big place, but we will find --

Niki cuts him off. 

NIKI
I want to interview the other two, now. 

INT. INTERVIEW ROOM - NIGHT64 64

Niki sits opposite a rugged man in his early fifties. This 
is PARKER. A tape recorder runs next to Niki. 

NIKI
This is DI Johnson interviewing Inspector 
Robin Parker, CTPO tactical Armed 
Response Unit. Sargeant Parker can you 
please confirm your identity for the 
record. 

PARKER
Confirmed. 

NIKI
Can I call you Robin? 

PARKER
Can I call you Niki? 

Niki smiles. 

NIKI
Robin... do you have any idea where Cyrus 
Deakins is?  

PARKER
No. 

NIKI
Was it Deakins who shot Kenneth Adewomba? 

PARKER
Yes. We were ordered to and he happened 
to have the best line of fire. 

NIKI
Is is usual to shoot to kill?

PARKER
He didn’t. 
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NIKI
Mr Adewomba was shot three times in the 
chest. Is that normal. 

PARKER
The torso’s the largest target. That’s 
where you aim for. That’s standard 
procedure. 

NIKI
Who gave the order to shoot?

PARKER
Superintendant Stevenage.  

NIKI
He was in charge of the operation?

PARKER
Of course. You know all this you were 
there. 

NIKI
Robin... why did Stevenage order you to 
shoot?

PARKER
Adewomba was a threat. He was supposed to 
be carrying a bomb. We had no choice. 

NIKI
But he wasn’t was he.

PARKER
That’s intelligence’s fuck up not ours. 
As far as we were concerned we shot a 
suicide bomber. 

NIKI
Had anyone on your team ever met Adewomba 
before?

PARKER
No. 

NIKI
You’re sure?

PARKER
Of course I’m bloody sure. 

Niki produces the photograph of Adewomba and Deakins 
having sex. She puts in front of Parker and his eyes go 
wide. 

PARKER (CONT’D)
Jesus fucking christ.
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INT. SECOND INTERVIEW ROOM - NIGHT65 65

A second burly man in his late thirties SARGEANT JITENDER 
SINGH sits opposite Martins in a similar room. Singh holds 
a copy of the photograph that shows Deakins and Adewomba. 
A TAPE RECORDER whirs. 

SINGH
I know Cy was gay... that’s no secret. He 
got some stick for it, but no more than I 
did for being Indian. Or Parker for being 
old. It’s normal. Standard bullshit. 

MARTINS
You do recognise the second man in the 
photograph, don’t you?

Singh nods. 

MARTINS (CONT’D)
Record note Sargeant Singh is agreeing he 
recognises Kenneth Adewomba. 

INT. FIRST INTERVIEW ROOM - NIGHT66 66

Niki regards Parker. 

NIKI
Robin... we have to find Deakins. Do you 
have any idea where he would go?

Parker looks up at her. 

PARKER
Go? You think he’s done a runner? No way. 
This is a fucking fake.  

Parker tears the photo up. 

PARKER (CONT’D)
He’ll turn up in a few hours and I’m not 
saying another word until he does. 

Parker folds his arms. 

INT. SECOND INTERVIEW ROOM - NIGHT67 67

Martins leans forward. 

MARTINS
Where would he go, Jitender.
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SINGH
He’s got a couple of boyfriends I know 
about. Cy played around a bit, you know. 
Maybe family. 

MARTINS
Names?

SINGH
Alan something was a recent one. I think 
they met at Heaven. I went once with Cy 
just for a laugh. Full of blokes with 
their shirts off. Weird. 

MARTINS
Surname?

Singh shakes his head. 

SINGH
There was a bloke called Pablo Demourae 
that Cy was on again off again with for a 
couple of years. They were off last I 
heard, but you never know. Beyond that I 
don’t know. 

EXT. CAR PARK - NIGHT68 68

Niki and Martins stand in the car park. Niki smokes and 
Martins sips coffee.

NIKI
Parker’s loyal to his team. I would be 
too. He won’t say a word about Deakins. 
He thinks he’ll turn up. What about 
Singh?

Martins looks troubled. 

MARTINS
Weird...

NIKI
Yeah?

MARTINS
He was sort of helpful. Gave me a few 
names. But... he kept talking about 
Deakins in the past tense. Like he’s 
already gone. 

NIKI
Maybe he is. 
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INT. COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER - DAWN69 69

Niki sits on a sofa in the corner. Martins snores softly 
in a chair his feet up on a  table. Danvers walks over to 
Niki. 

NIKI
Let me guess, nothing. 

DANVERS
It doesn’t mean we won’t find him. 

Niki stands and knocks Martins feet off the table. Martins 
wakes with a grunt. 

NIKI
He’s long gone. 

(To Martins)
Time to go.

MARTINS
Right.

Niki heads out of the room with Martins. Danvers watches 
her go. 

INTERCUT. OMIATA’S HOUSE/LONDON TELEPHONE BOX - MORNING70 70

Professor Omiata wearing a dressing gown and slippers 
brews coffee. The phone rings. He picks up. 

OMIATA
Hello... ?

Deakins, still in the remnants of his camo gear, looks 
round as he talks on the phone.  

DEAKINS
It’s me. Somehow they know. I had to run. 
I need a place to lay low.

OMIATA
You are a fool. You panicked. 

DEAKINS
What was I supposed to do?

OMIATA
Keep calm. What can they know?

DEAKINS
They’ve got photo’s of me and Kenneth.

OMIATA
What? How!?
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DEAKINS
I don’t fucking know. 

Omiata thinks. 

DEAKINS (CONT’D)
You still there?

OMIATA
I’m thinking... Give me your number there 
and I’ll call you back with instructions.  

DEAKINS
0207 555 2555

Omiata hangs up. 

EXT. ALLEYWAY ACROSS FROM TELEPHONE BOX - DAY71 71

Deakins lays hidden in an alleyway across the street from 
the telephone box. It starts to ring. He watches without 
moving. 

A man walking by stops and stares at the ringing phone. As 
Deakins watches the man reaches out and picks up the 
phone. 

Without warning a BLACK VAN screeches to a halt by the 
phone box blocking Deakins view of it. 

EXT. PHONE BOX - CONTINUOUS72 72

The man looks round in shocked surprise as the door on the 
van is thrown open and two burly men jump out. 

MAN
What... ?

The men grab him and bundle him into the van. The van 
pulls away and in seconds the street is quiet again. 

EXT. ALLEYWAY ACROSS FROM TELEPHONE BOX - CONTINUOUS73 73

Deakins watches the telephone receiver swing on it’s cord. 
Slowly and with great stealth he slips back down the 
alleyway and disappears into the shadows. 

INT. CAR - DAY74 74

Martins snores in the passenger seat as Niki drives. She 
lights a cigarette. A ghostly voice echoes.  
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KENNETH
Sister... I beg. I beg. I beg.

END OF EPISODE 1: 
“FALLOUT”
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